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Abstract
Background: One-dimensional (1-D) electrophoretic data obtained using the cDNA-AFLP
method have attracted great interest for the identification of differentially expressed transcript-
derived fragments (TDFs). However, high-throughput analysis of the cDNA-AFLP data is currently
limited by the need for labor-intensive visual evaluation of multiple electropherograms. We would
like to have high-throughput ways of identifying such TDFs.

Results: We describe a method, GOGOT, which automatically detects the differentially expressed
TDFs in a set of time-course electropherograms. Analysis by GOGOT is conducted as follows:
correction of fragment lengths of TDFs, alignment of identical TDFs across different
electropherograms, normalization of peak heights, and identification of differentially expressed
TDFs using a special statistic. The output of the analysis is a highly reduced list of differentially
expressed TDFs. Visual evaluation confirmed that the peak alignment was performed perfectly for
the TDFs by virtue of the correction of peak fragment lengths before alignment in step 1. The
validity of the automated ranking of TDFs by the special statistic was confirmed by the visual
evaluation of a third party.

Conclusion: GOGOT is useful for the automated detection of differentially expressed TDFs from
cDNA-AFLP temporal electrophoretic data. The current algorithm may be applied to other
electrophoretic data and temporal microarray data.

Background
Expression analysis based on comparison of one-dimen-
sional (1-D) electrophoretic patterns is one of the few
genome-wide approaches that don't require sequence
information. There are a few methods such as differential
display [1], amplified fragment length polymorphism
(AFLP) [2], and its variants like cDNA-AFLP, an AFLP-
derived technique for RNA fingerprinting [3]. The cDNA-
AFLP method and related techniques such as HiCEP have

been widely used for gene discovery and monitoring tem-
poral expression changes of transcript-derived fragments
(TDFs) by comparing sets of time-course electrophero-
grams [4-15]. However, inaccurate DNA fragment sizing
often interferes with high-throughput analysis.

A major source of incorrect estimation of fragment lengths
is the use of wrong size marker peaks when the true peaks
are masked by intense peaks nearby [12,16]. Such electro-
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pherograms are locally expanded or compressed and the
deviation from the true electropherogram reaches a maxi-
mum around the length of the wrong marker peak.
Although a previous normalization strategy for HiCEP (a
cDNA-AFLP-based expression profiling technique) data
analysis [12] can correct this kind of inappropriate frag-
ment sizing, slight variations in the lengths of identical
TDFs across different electropherograms still remain. Even
if the variations of individual TDFs across electrophero-
grams are very small (e.g., within 1 bp), cumulative errors
of fragment sizing interfere with accurate alignment of
identical TDFs and make visual evaluation troublesome.
Therefore, the minimization of variations of identical
TDFs is a prerequisite for accurate alignment and easy vis-
ual evaluation.

The purpose of the present study is the identification of
differentially expressed TDFs from HiCEP time-course
data using a method (called "GOGOT") proposed here.
This is essentially the purpose of microarray analysis.
However, the bottleneck is the construction of an expres-
sion matrix of TDFs (rows) per time points (columns) of
HiCEP electrophoretic data due to the problem of imper-
fect alignment, though most microarray analysis uses such
matrices as given data (e.g., [17,18]). GOGOT constructs
an expression matrix consisting of valid TDFs whose
alignment accuracies are objectively high and ranks TDFs
according to their degrees of differential expression using
a special statistic. The performance of GOGOT is demon-
strated by analyzing a large set of HiCEP time-course data
obtained from mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells.

Results and discussion
A total of 256 primer combinations (16 MspI-NN primers
combined with 16 NN-MseI primers; N = {A, C, G, T}) of
HiCEP time-course data (mouse embryonic stem cells at
0, 12, 24, 48, and 96 h after adding stimulation for differ-
entiation) was analyzed. HiCEP samples were technically
duplicated and thus designated as 0h-1, 0h-2, 12h-1, 12h-
2, 24h-1, 24h-2, 48h-1, 48h-2, 96h-1, and 96h-2. The data
were preprocessed by a method which corrects fragment
sizing errors caused by the mis-selection of size marker
peaks [12].

The remaining slight variations in the lengths of subjec-
tively identical TDFs across different electropherograms
would be sufficient to make visual evaluation tedious and
tends to cause imperfect alignment of the same peaks
across different electropherograms (such as shown in Fig.
1a). In this work, we applied the current method to each
of the 256 sets (primer combinations).

To both improve the alignment and make visual evalua-
tion less difficult, we adopted a method (called GOGOT)
for the HiCEP expression analysis. Briefly, the procedure

consists of four steps: (1) normalization of peak fragment
lengths, (2) peak alignment, (3) normalization of peak
heights, and (4) identification of differentially expressed
TDFs. In our experience, step 1 is peculiarly important for
easy visual evaluation, especially when the number of
electropherograms being compared is increased, regard-
less of successful or unsuccessful peak alignment [12,19].

In this paper, peak alignment for HiCEP electrophoretic
data (Step 2) is performed using an algorithm based on
complete linkage hierarchical clustering [20], though
algorithms based on dynamic programming (DP) have
widely been used for the purpose [21-25]. Perhaps a
sophisticated DP-based method could perform accurate
alignment such as shown in Fig. 2 for electropherograms
in Fig. 1 without step 1. Nevertheless, the results of peak
alignment for normalized electropherograms such as
shown in Fig. 2 obtained from our two-step process (step

Typical example of HiCEP electropherograms before nor-malization of peak fragment lengths by GOGOTnormLFigure 1
Typical example of HiCEP electropherograms before 
normalization of peak fragment lengths by GOGOT-
normL. (a) Peak alignment of HiCEP electrophoretic data 
without GOGOTnormL normalization (upper) and the den-
drograms obtained from complete-linkage clustering of the 
peak alignment (lower). Peaks connected by red lines and 
black bold lines are regarded as identical TDFs by the clus-
tering-based peak alignment technique. Note that peak align-
ment subjectively failed in the range (124–126 bp) and that 
visual evaluation is also difficult because of the high variation 
in fragment lengths for individual TDFs. (b) Values of correc-
tion terms calculated by GOGOTnormL. For each serially 
numbered peak, directions and magnitudes are represented 
as arrows.
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1 and 2) were satisfactory and those visual evaluations
were very easy. The advantageous characteristics of our
two-step approach over conventional DP-based methods
[21-25] may be (i) easy visual evaluation by virtue of step
1 and (ii) easy traceability of why peaks are merged into a
single TDF by virtue of a simple clustering-based method
at step 2 (for details, see Methods). In general, labor-
intensive visual evaluation of the electropherograms
imposes bottlenecks on high-throughput expression anal-
ysis by electrophoretic methods including cDNA-AFLP
[23]. Although there is currently no convincing rationale
for choosing between the different methods, our two-step
approach may eventually increase throughput. We dem-
onstrate the feasibility of GOGOT in the rest of this sec-
tion.

Normalization of peak fragment lengths and its effect to 
peak alignment (Step 1 and 2)

Let  be the ith TDF (i = 1,..., nk) in electropherogram Pk

(k = 1,..., m; in this case m = 10). A TDF F is characterized
by its length L (in bp), peak height H, and area A (in arbi-
trary units). The input data can be represented as 256 sets
of (Li, Hi, Ai)k. Each electropherogram can be approxi-

mated by a Gaussian kernel using the input data [21-24].
The approximate electropherogram P(t), which is com-
posed of n fragments Fi (i = 1,..., n), at length t (in bp) is

given by

, where σi =

Ai/(Hi ), the standard deviation of a Gaussian curve

approximated to the shape of the Fi.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1a, the direct application of clus-
tering-based peak alignment (step 2) to HiCEP electro-
phoretic data does not work well because of the variation
in the lengths of subjectively identical TDFs across electro-
pherograms. In our opinion the four peaks aligned with
black bold lines do not originate from identical TDFs and
should be merged into the neighboring TDFs so that the
peaks in each black box are aligned as identical TDFs. Fur-
thermore, variant peaks across electropherograms which
can make visual evaluation tedious still remain even if
identical peak alignment could be performed by a sophis-
ticated DP-based algorithm.

To this end, we first developed a method (called GOGOT-
normL), which corrects peak fragment lengths L across
electropherograms, so that the corrected lengths L' for
subjectively identical TDFs are close to each other. The
output data is represented as (L', H, A)k, where L' is
defined as L' = L - c and the correction term c is calculated
using a moving window approach (see Methods).

Fig. 1b shows the directions ("←" for c > 0 and "→" for c
< 0) and magnitudes (|c|, represented by the length of the
arrow) for the correction of peak fragment lengths L. In
this figure, arrows are assigned to fragments having |c| >
0.10, and GOGOTnormL correction is mainly performed
for one electropherogram (P48h-2) to the short side and
four electropherograms (P0h-2, P12h-2, P48h-1, and P96h-1) to
the long side. Although the other lanes (P0h-1, P12h-1, P24h-

1, P24h-2, and P96h-2) in the figure are of course slightly cor-
rected (the respective average correction terms were 0.05,
-0.04, 0.06, 0.06, and 0.01), they are used as references.

Fig. 2 shows the result of Fig. 1 after normalizing by
GOGOTnormL. Visually, the electropherograms are nor-
malized nearly perfectly. The average correlation coeffi-
cients among the ten electrophoretic patterns in the range
shown in the figure before and after normalization are
0.79 and 0.91, respectively. The alignment consisting of
the four questionable peaks discussed above (shown as
black dashed lines in Fig. 2) disappears when clustering-
based peak alignment (see Methods) is applied to the nor-
malized electropherograms. Nevertheless, objective evalu-
ation of the peak alignment for the electropherograms
after GOGOTnormL normalization compared to that
before normalization is difficult in practice and the good-
ness of peak alignment is judged by subjective visual eval-
uation. Although we believe the strategy of correcting for
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Normalized peak fragment lengths in HiCEP electrophero-grams in Fig. 1Figure 2
Normalized peak fragment lengths in HiCEP electro-
pherograms in Fig. 1. Note that individual TDFs are rep-
resented by tight clusters and all peaks in the cluster are of 
course correctly aligned. The alignment connected by black 
bold lines in Fig. 1a is represented by black dashed lines and 
sectioned when peak alignment is reapplied to the normal-
ized electropherograms.
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peak fragment lengths before peak alignment can increase
the accuracy of peak alignment and make visual evalua-
tion of aligned peak sets easier, some researchers might
not agree.

GOGOTnormL can be regarded as an image warping
method for adjusting different mobilities among corre-
sponding peaks. There are some image warping methods
for 1-D electrophoretic data produced by various experi-
mental technologies such as single-stranded conforma-
tional polymorphism (SSCP) or pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis (PFGE) [19,25-27]. However, the compar-
ison between these methods and the GOGOTnormL is
difficult in practice because of (i) different frameworks
such as input data format, (ii) the subjectivity caused by
visual evaluation of normalized electropherograms and
aligned peaks, and (iii) a multitude of adjustable parame-
ters.

The effectiveness of GOGOTnormL (Step 1) depends on
the choice of the parameters T (the number of consecutive
fragments as a "window" for the normalization; see equa-
tion 1 in the Methods section) and D (the empirically esti-
mated maximum variation in the lengths of subjectively
identical TDFs). The magnitude (|c|) of the correction
term c for making the corrected length L' tends to decrease
when T is large or D is small. In this case GOGOTnormL
is ineffective since L' approaches L. On the other hand,
when T is small or D is large GOGOTnormL is likely to
produce erroneous results such as Li' > Li+1' (the size rela-
tionship must always be Li' <Li+1' regardless of normaliza-
tion). Indeed, we observed such unfavourable cases when
for example T = 3 and D = 20. Although we conservatively
give T = 8 as the minimum number for which the size dis-
crepancy disappears for all 256 sets of the HiCEP data
(and D = 2 bp empirically), it is variable for each of the
256 sets used here and the other datasets. Similarly, the
effectiveness of peak alignment via clustering (Step 2)
depends on the choice of the parameter u which specifies
the maximum difference of lengths for the aligned frag-
ments. The parameter value u = 2 was chosen to specify
the maximum variation among fragment lengths originat-
ing from TDFs determined (by eye) to be identical. Deter-
mination of parameter settings is ultimately the subjective
decision of the researcher.

Normalization of peak heights (Step 3)
Since cDNA-AFLP analysis handles small volumes of sam-
ples, problems during electrophoretic analysis such as
over- or under-loading of samples cause variations in the
overall peak heights H among different samples (or runs).
Accordingly, normalization is essential when comparing
cDNA-AFLP electrophoretic data.

One simple approach is to assume that the average peak
height of all the reported TDFs among samples is approx-

imately the same [12,28]. It is formulated as  =

constant for a set of electropherograms Pk (k = 1,..., m).
However, this approach sometimes fails because it
includes two kinds of questionable peaks [22]. One is
peaks near a preset detection limit, resulting in some
peaks being detected and others not (for example, two
peaks at 217 bp and four at 223.5 bp in Fig. 3). The other
is peaks incorrectly identified as either broad peaks or two
overlapping peaks because of the similar appearance of
these two types.

We selected TDFs (or peaks) satisfying the following three
conditions for peak height normalization: (1) peaks cor-
responding to an identical TDF exist in all samples, (2)
they are not close to neighboring TDFs, and (3) the qual-
ity scores [12] assigned to each peak are high (for details,
see the Methods section). We performed the normaliza-
tion by adjusting the average peak heights of the selected
TDFs among samples (we call the procedure GOGOT-
normH for convenience) by assuming that only a minor-
ity of the selected TDFs display temporal expression
changes. In general, the more selected TDFs you use for
normalization, the more reliable the analysis. If you relax
the standards for choosing TDFs, however, you compro-
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Effect of peak height normalization by GOGOTnormHFigure 3
Effect of peak height normalization by GOGOT-
normH. Electropherograms when peak height normaliza-
tions are performed using (a) all the reported TDFs (a 
conventional method used in [12, 28]) and (b) a subset of the 
selected TDFs (GOGOTnormH).
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mise the reliability of the selected TDFs and the resulting
peak alignment is less accurate. It's a tradeoff.

Peak height after normalization (H') is defined as H' = H
× N, where N is a normalization factor. GOGOTnormH
outputs (L', H', A)k from the input dataset (L', H, A)k (k =
1,..., m). Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of GOGOTnormH
(peak height normalizations are performed using all the
reported TDFs in Fig. 3a and a subset of the selected TDFs
in Fig. 3b). In Fig. 3, two TDFs indicated by red arrows sat-
isfy the three conditions above. Since two electrophero-
grams in each time point (e.g., 12h-1 and 12h-2) are the
technical replicates, we can measure the power of
GOGOTnormH (Fig. 3b) with the conventional method
[12,28] (Fig. 3a) in light of the reproducibility in peak
heights H' between the replicates. In comparison with
electropherograms normalized using the conventional
method [12,28] (Fig. 3a), we observed higher reproduci-
bility in peak heights H' between replicate experiments in
the normalized electropherograms (Fig. 3b): Peak heights
H' in 12h-1 (and 48h-2) after conventional normalization
are consistently lower than those in 12h-2 (and 48h-1) in
electropherograms.

We next show the statistics about ratios of peak heights
between replicate experiments (Fig. 4). In the analysis of
256 sets (primer combinations) of HiCEP data, a total of
10,624 TDFs were used for peak height normalization and
each TDF has five time points (0 h, 12 h, 24 h, 48 h, and
96 h). We observed a smaller dispersion for 53,120
(10,624 × 5) expression ratios after GOGOTnormH nor-
malization. For example, there were 75.5% (or 94.8%) of
53,120 ratios satisfying ≤ 1.2 (or 1.5) fold difference after
GOGOTnormH normalization, compared to 59.3% (or
89.5%) after normalization using the conventional
method [12,28]. These results demonstrate the validity of
our strategy at least for peak height normalization of the
10,624 TDFs. The minimization of differences between
technical replicates is, of course, one quality criterion and
it remains unclear how efficiently both algorithms reveal
genuine temporal expression changes. The comparison of
our GOGOTnormH and other conventional methods on
real data which contain genuinely induced/suppressed
TDFs is one of the next important task.

Although we here calculated the normalization factor N
using the average peak height of the selected TDFs
(GOGOTnormH) to compare the effect of different sets of
TDFs, there are many other possible approaches for calcu-
lating the normalization factor N such as the median, the
trimmed mean [29], Tukey's one-step biweight method
[30], and so on. Further improvement in the choice of
those methods as well as the selection of valid TDFs
remains to be studied.

Identification of differentially expressed TDFs (Step 4)
We have an expression matrix (called the "HiCEP expres-
sion matrix") consisting of 10,624 TDFs and ten temporal
samples obtained from HiCEP electrophoretic data. We
searched through these 10,624 TDFs looking for differen-
tially expressed TDFs, though there are many others in the
original data (such as the four TDFs in the range 222–232
bp shown in Fig. 3). This is because the 10,624 TDFs have
two advantages: (1) they have high reproducibility
between replicate experiments (Fig. 4) and (2) their anno-
tation is potentially easy by virtue of the above three con-
ditions used in GOGOTnormH normalization.

Distribution of peak height ratios between replicate experi-mentsFigure 4
Distribution of peak height ratios between replicate 
experiments. Ratios are calculated using peak heights when 
the normalizations are performed using (a) all the reported 
TDFs (a conventional method used in [12, 28]) and (b) a sub-
set of the selected TDFs (GOGOTnormH). Dashed lines in 
blue, red, and black indicate 1.2-, 1.5-, and 2.0-fold differ-
ences in peak heights, respectively.
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We used a special statistic called GOGOTstat (equation 4)
for the detection of differentially expressed TDFs (see
Methods). The statistic gives a nonnegative score, with the
value 0 for TDFs expressed uniformly in all the interro-
gated samples and a high score for differential expression.
Of course, there are many ways to rank TDFs according to
the degrees of their differential expression. For example, a
t-like statistic (equation 5) obtained by substituting the
standard deviation of peak heights in replicate experi-
ments for the ratio in equation 4 can be considered. How-
ever, such a t-like statistic often gives a high score (rank)
to questionable TDFs whose overall peak heights are quite
low (Additional file 1). This high score is mainly caused
by a low value for the denominator in the t-like statistic.
We do not give high scores to these questionable TDFs for
the following two reasons. One is they have high relative
error (low signal-to-noise ratio). In general, relative error
increases for low peak heights when the peak height
approaches the background level [31]. The reliability of
such candidates is thus implausible [32]. The other reason
is the disagreement with visual evaluation (Additional file
2 and Fig. 5). Unlike in microarray analysis, the true sig-
nificance of the candidate patterns obtained from high-
dimensional electrophoretic data such as HiCEP or Differ-
ential Display must be confirmed visually. It is important
to develop a score metric compatible with visual evalua-
tion. Our statistic (GOGOTstat) is a straightforward appli-
cation of this idea.

Table 1 lists expression data (peak heights) and the statis-
tics for the top ten TDFs. As expected, there is a wide range
of peak heights across time points and high reproducibil-
ity between the replicates for each time point. Visual eval-
uation of those local electrophoretic patterns also
demonstrates that peak alignment is correctly performed
(see Fig. 5). The expression data (peak heights) and two
statistics (GOGOTstat and t-like statistic) for all 10,624
TDFs in the HiCEP expression matrix are available in
Additional file 1.

Since the detection of differentially expressed TDFs is
based on the HiCEP expression matrix, we can estimate
the false discovery rate (FDR), defined as the expected pro-
portion of false positives among true differentially
expressed TDFs [33]. The random permutation test sug-
gests that tens of top-ranked TDFs have statistical signifi-
cance at low (5–10%) FDR (see Table 2). Visual
evaluation confirmed the validity of the differential
expression patterns for the top 100 TDFs and the non-dif-
ferential patterns for the last 100 TDFs (data not shown
except for the top six TDFs).

Note that there must be other differentially expressed
TDFs (i.e., true-negative TDFs) which are not included in
the dataset (i.e., the 10,624 TDFs in the expression matrix)

because they do not satisfy the above three conditions
used in Step 3. For example, we cannot identify differen-
tially expressed TDFs if peaks constituting an identical
TDF are not detected due to the effect of a preset detection
limit, with the current settings used for the selection of the
10,624 TDFs. Of course, they should be detected if they
are genuine. However, as also discussed in the selection of
the 10,624 TDFs, the more true-negatives you want to
detect, the more tedious visual inspections you have to
do. It's a tradeoff.

In practice one may want to detect the differentially
expressed TDFs having no data at time point k due to rea-
sons such as the above, though the current analysis does
not analyze those TDFs. One way to deal with them would
be to let Hk = constant (e.g., the predetermined value of the
peak detection threshold). Of course, there are many pos-
sible ways to analyze those TDFs. Further improvement of
GOGOTstat to make it universal remains to be done.

Conclusion
We propose an integrated strategy (called GOGOT) for
identifying differentially expressed TDFs from HiCEP
time-course data. As with mass spectrometry data, there
remains the problem that the same peaks across electro-
pherograms are not perfectly aligned in general [34,35].
We demonstrated that the application of GOGOTnormL

Expression patterns of top six TDFs listed in Table 2Figure 5
Expression patterns of top six TDFs listed in Table 2. 
Local (8 bp of range) electropherograms including the top-
ranked TDFs indicated by red arrows are shown. Numbers 
below arrows indicate the ranks of the TDFs. Each electro-
pherogram is shown in common scaling.
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(step 1) dramatically contributes to successful peak align-
ment via clustering (step 2) and facilitates visual evalua-
tion (Figs. 1 and 2). This enabled us to construct a HiCEP
expression matrix consisting of 10,624 valid TDFs and ten
samples from a total of 256 sets of ten HiCEP electro-
phoretic data samples. Normalization of peak heights in
the matrix using GOGOTnormH increased reproducibil-
ity between replicate experiments (Figs. 3 and 4). These
results facilitate the use of various analysis methods for
the identification of differentially expressed genes in
microarray data.

We used a simple statistic (GOGOTstat at step 4) to rank
TDFs according to the degree of their temporal expression
change. Researchers involved in HiCEP analysis were very
satisfied with the ranking of the differentially expressed
TDFs (Fig. 5). Although the current statistic was developed
for analyzing HiCEP data, it can also be applied to micro-
array data since the input data (expression matrix) is the
same. As future work, it would be interesting to evaluate

the potential of the statistic in the analysis of microarray
data.

The current method GOGOT can be regarded as a method
for analyzing 1-D electrophoretic data. There are a
number of methods for analyzing 1-D electrophoretic
data produced by various experimental technologies
[19,21-29]. Compared to them, GOGOT can be posi-
tioned a method specialized for cDNA-AFLP data analysis.
The fully automated GOGOT procedure dramatically
increased the throughput of data analysis (approximately,
20–30 times). We also verified the power of the strategy
using other HiCEP datasets (data not shown). In addition
to cDNA-AFLP data, the algorithm should be easily appli-
cable to other one-dimensional electrophoretic data such
as Differential Display or AFLP. GOGOT can be a power-
ful tool for detecting differentially expressed TDFs from
multiple one-dimensional electrophograms.

Methods
Data
Samples were prepared from mouse embryonic stem (ES)
cells at 0, 12, 24, 48, and 96 h after removal of leukemia
inhibitory factor (LIF) from the culture medium. The sam-
ples subjected to HiCEP reaction were technically dupli-
cated (i.e., the replicates were from the same samples). We
thus designated each sample as 0h-1, 0h-2, 12h-1, 12h-2,
24h-1, 24h-2, 48h-1, 48h-2, 96h-1, and 96h-2. The HiCEP
reaction was performed according to a previous report [8].
Most of the steps are the same as in standard AFLP [2]
except for (i) the primers, whose GC content is 55% to
60% and (ii) the annealing temperature (71.5°C) in selec-
tive PCR [8].

cDNA prepared from mRNA extracted from each sample
were digested with two 4-bp-cutting endonucleases (MspI
combined with MseI) and ligated with the corresponding
adaptors. The resulting HiCEP templates, 5'-MspI-MseI-3'

Table 2: Numbers of TDFs called significant at various 
thresholds. 

Statistic Randomized Observed FDR

13.4 1017.8 2037 50%
20.2 481.9 1202 40%
30.0 163.2 543 30%
40.1 53.9 270 20%
57.2 8.3 83 10%
76.5 1.4 28 5%

Statistic: score of GOGOTstat satisfying given FDRs. 
Randomized: average number called significant by analyzing 1,000 
randomly permutated HiCEP expression matrices. 
Observed: number called significant by analysing the original HiCEP 
expression matrix of 10,624 TDFs and 10 samples. 
The FDR is defined as the percentage of falsely significant TDFs 
compared to the TDFs called significant.

Table 1: Expression data for top ten TDFs ranked by GOGOTstat. Statistic: score of GOGOTstat. The values of peak heights after 
GOGOTnormH normalization are shown.

Rank Peak height Statistic

H0h-1 H0h-2 H12h-1 H12h-2 H24h-1 H24h-2 H48h-1 H48h-2 H96h-1 H96h-2

1 134 121 228 236 183 186 811 828 843 817 134.7
2 115 115 483 489 388 425 554 870 881 873 134.0
3 91 88 105 112 189 201 704 698 868 706 129.0
4 938 894 650 710 455 485 214 237 295 233 123.7
5 636 627 865 835 712 756 231 247 248 261 116.8
6 719 752 285 282 203 172 16 12 16 10 116.6
7 803 811 320 332 293 299 188 203 212 180 114.9
8 141 153 335 353 342 338 743 763 646 774 112.7
9 643 627 600 634 560 527 90 84 65 72 106.5
10 684 704 650 665 572 666 149 133 132 136 104.4
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fragments, were amplified using fluorescently labeled
primers. In total, 256 primer combinations (16 MspI-NN
primers combined with 16 NN-MseI primers; N = {A, T, G,
C}) were used in the HiCEP analysis. The details of the
protocol of the HiCEP reaction are described elsewhere
[8].

The PCR products were denatured and loaded on an ABI
Prism 310 (Applied Biosystems) for capillary gel electro-
phoresis. The digitized images were noise-reduced and
baseline-corrected by the GeneScan software (Applied
Biotech). After noise reduction and baseline correction,
the software quantifies each TDF F by fragment length L
(in bp), peak height H, and area A (in arbitrary units) in
the size calibration range (35–700 bp in this analysis).
Accordingly, the data obtained from a HiCEP electrophe-
rogram consists of a collection of TDFs and each TDF (or

peak)  (i = 1,..., nk) in electropherogram Pk (k = 1,..., m;

m = 10 in this case) is characterized by (Li, Hi, Ai)k, where

the peaks are originally numbered with respect to their
sizes.

To correct fragment sizing errors caused by the mis-selec-
tion of size marker peaks, the preprocessing method of
Kadota et al. [12] was adopted. Accordingly, the variation
in the lengths of subjectively identical TDFs in the input
data was small (± 1 bp at most; see Fig. 1).

Normalization of peak fragment lengths (Step 1; 
GOGOTnormL)
The purpose of step 1 using GOGOTnormL is to correct
peak fragment lengths L across electropherograms so that
the corrected lengths L' for subjectively identical TDFs are
close to each other. The output data for the m electrophe-
rograms (k = 1,..., m) to be compared is represented as (L',
H, A)k. The normalization is performed for each electro-
pherogram Pk (k = {1,..., m}) using a moving window
approach. Briefly, the procedure is as follows:

Step 1-1. Determination of the window (range) in the 
target electropherogram
Each electropherogram can be approximated by a Gaus-
sian kernel using the input data (L, H, A). The approxi-
mate electropherogram P(t), which is composed of n
fragments Fi (i = 1,..., n), at length t (in bp) is given by

, where σi =

Ai/(Hi ), the standard deviation of the Gaussian

curve approximated to the shape of the Fi.

A total of (ntarget - T + 1) ranges are defined from a target

electropherogram Ptarget (target = {1,..., m}), where ntarget is

the number of fragments in Ptarget. The ith (i = 1,..., ntarget - T

+ 1) range consists of T fragments Fa (a = i,..., i+T-1). In

this analysis, we let T = 8 though other numbers are of
course possible. For example, the first range consists of
eight fragments F1, F2,..., F8 and the (ntarget - T + 1)th range

consists of . The ith range in

the target electropherogram, (starti-endi bp)target, is given

by:

Step 1–2. Selection of the reference for each range

The selection of the reference electropherogram (a kind of
typical electrophoretic pattern) for the normalization of
the ith range (starti-endi bp)target is performed according to

Kadota et al. [12]. Briefly, quality scores Q( ) at frag-

ment lengths  in electropherogram Pk (k = {1,..., m})

are estimated by a windowing calculation of local average
correlation coefficients between Pk and the other electro-
pherograms (for details, see [12]). A high (or low) score
for electropherogram Pk indicates a high (or low) level of
relative similarity between the electropherogram and the

others at around length . The reference to the ith range

(starti-endi bp)target is the electropherogram Pk (k = {1,...,

m}) satisfying both (i) the number of peaks satisfying

starti ≤  ≤ endi is T/2 or more and (ii) the average quality

score  is the maximum.

Step 1–3. Normalization of the target electropherogram
For the ith (i = 1,..., ntarget - T + 1) range (starti-endi bp),
GOGOTnormL searches for the sub-electropherogram
Ptarget [starti+xi, endi+xi] (in the target electropherogram)
that is most similar to the reference Preference [starti, endi]
around the range. The most similar sub-electropherogram
is the one that achieves the highest correlation coefficient
ri between Preference [starti, endi] and the various candidates
Ptarget [starti+x, endi+x] (-D <= x <= +D). xi is the x at the
highest correlation coefficient ri. We set D = 2, as a maxi-
mal realistic displacement.
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If we use a moving window of T fragments, most frag-

ments (ntarget-2T+2 fragments)  (i = T, T+1,..., ntarget

- T+1) have T values of xa and ra (a = i-T+1, i-T+2,..., i).

Li' (Li in the target electropherogram after normalization)
is obtained from Li' = Li - ci. The correction term ci is calcu-
lated by using xa and ra (a = i-T+1, i-T+2,..., i):

where w(ra) is the tricube weight function of ra, namely

w(ra) = 1 - (1 - )3.

Peak alignment via clustering (Step 2)
The major difficulty in one-dimensional (1-D) electro-
phoretic data (including HiCEP) analysis is the alignment
of multiple peak sets. In order to solve this problem, we
here use complete-linkage hierarchical clustering, since
the strategy was successfully applied to mass spectrometry
data by Tibshirani et al. [20]. To our knowledge, it is the
first time clustering-based peak alignment has been used
for 1-D electrophoretic data analysis.

The absolute difference in fragment lengths between two
peaks is used as the distance. To guarantee that each clus-
ter represents individual TDFs, two clusters are merged
only when all the peaks in the two clusters are derived
from different samples. Since we analyze ten samples, the
maximum peak number in each cluster is thus ten. The
dendrogram is cut off at height u bp. In this study, we set
u = 2, implying that every peak in the cluster is at most 2
bp from any other peak in that same cluster by virtue of
the use of complete-linkage.

As previously mentioned by Tibshirani et al. [20], the idea
for peak alignment is that tight clusters should represent
identical TDFs. The use of clustering-based peak align-
ment combined with the correction of peak fragment
lengths by GOGOTnormL was successful (Figs. 1 and 2).

Normalization of peak heights (Step 3; GOGOTnormH)
As shown in Fig. 3a, the conventional normalization strat-
egy [12,28], in which average peak heights of all the
reported TDFs among samples are adjusted, sometimes
does not work well. We assert the reason is the use of all
the reported TDFs in individual samples. GOGOTnormH
selects TDFs satisfying the following three conditions:

(i) peaks corresponding to identical TDFs are exhibited by
all samples. The idea is essentially the same as that of
Fushiki et al. [35]: peaks exhibited by only a few samples

may just be noise, but peaks exhibited by many subjects
appear to be true TDFs.

(ii) the neighboring TDFs are not so close. Suppose that
(a) individual TDFs in a set of electropherograms are
numbered with respect to their average sizes, (b) there are
m (10 in this case) peaks in the ith TDF (i = 1,..., nTDF) by

condition (i), and (c) the ten peaks corresponding to the
ith TDF (i = 1,..., nTDF) in electropherograms Pk (k = 1,..., m)

are characterized by length , peak height ,

area , and standard deviation

. The width of the ith TDF is

defined as

Finally, the TDFs satisfying following conditions are
selected:

• Case i = 1,

• Case i = 2,..., nTDF -1,

and

• Case i = nTDF,

(iii) all of the quality scores Q( ) assigned for the ten

peaks corresponding to the ith TDF are 0.7 or more. The
score provides an objective goodness for the estimation of

the fragment lengths  and our previous study sug-

gests the value of 0.7 is the minimum necessary for the
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accurate alignment of valid TDFs across electrophero-
grams [12].

The peak height after normalization (H') is obtained from
H' = H × N, where N is a normalization factor. The nor-
malization factor Nk for electropherogram Pk is calculated
by

where  is the average peak height for the selected

TDFs in electropherogram Pk. After normalization, the
average peak height in each electropherogram is adjusted
to 100.

Identification of differentially expressed TDFs (Step 4; 
GOGOTstat)
The differentially expressed TDFs are detected from a total
of 10,624 valid TDFs used for peak height normalization
at step 3. Consider one expression vector H consisting of
peak heights Hp-q at the qth replicate experiment (q = 1,
2,..., np) in time point p. To quantify the degree of differ-
ential expression, we define a statistic GOGOTstat as

where  is the average of np normalized peak heights at

time point p and Hp-q is the normalized peak height in the
qth replicate experiment at time point p. Since each TDF
has ten normalized peak heights in five time points (i.e.,
p = (0h, 12h, 24h, 48h, 96h)) and each time point has two
replicates (i.e., np = 2), the generalized expression vector

can be written as H = (H0h-1, H0h-2,..., H96h-2). For example,
the statistic of the top-ranked TDF shown in Table 1 is cal-
culated as follows:

The t-like statistic compared to our GOGOTstat statistic
(see Results and discussion) is defined as

where σp is the standard deviation of np normalized peak
heights at time point p.
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